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Dear Sirs
SILVERTOWN TUNNEL CONSULTATION
Further to informal consultations earlier in 2015, we now write on behalf of U+I Group PLC, owners
of land alongside Tunnel Avenue on Greenwich Peninsula, to
a) object to some of the detail of the accommodation works as currently proposed (and lack of
necessary information) whilst
b) supporting the general principle of the proposed tunnel provision.
The status of the representation
U+I is the long leaseholder of a substantial area at Morden Wharf, to the west of Tunnel Avenue,
and is the freeholder of a 3-storey office building at its frontage. The company has entered into a
development agreement with the Morden College Trustees in order to pursue the site’s
development in accordance with its allocation within a Strategic Development Location in RB
Greenwich’s recently adopted Local Plan.
The northern part of the Morden Wharf site is likely to become a Safeguarded Wharf in accordance
with the Mayor’s submitted Review of such wharves across London.
U+I has recently also received planning permission for the Telegraph Works development further
south, to the rear of the Alcatel-Lucent factory, for further high density residential development
alongside Enderby Wharf.
Approach to representations
Overall support for tunnel provision
U+I recognises the wider benefits that the proposed scheme can bring to the Greenwich Peninsula
and to East London generally. Reduced congestion, notwithstanding a charging regime, is viewed
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by U+I as a substantial benefit to those who will live and/or work in the locality – a major
regeneration area for London.
Public safety
With the Mayor’s interests in sustainability and the need to encourage journeys by public transport,
by bicycle and on foot, these general congestion benefits need also to sit alongside appropriate
infrastructure to encourage travel by non-car modes. Such an approach is adopted by TfL in its
consultations on development schemes around London. The proposed scheme therefore needs to
reflect these wider objectives within the main overall remit of easing traffic congestion on the
Blackwall Tunnel Southern Approach.
The necessary changes as proposed to the local road network, such as the re-opening of the full
length of Tunnel Avenue, will inevitably change local traffic movements; and will require
implementation in a way that must reasonably maximise public safety on Tunnel Avenue in the
face of increased heavy goods movements and increased bus frequencies.
We note that existing concerns are recorded in the consultation material. The preliminary
Transport Appraisal states in paragraph 4.4.5 that the audit indicated that
·

sections of Tunnel Avenue constitute a threatening environment for pedestrians with high
levels of fumes, dust, pollution, and a general lack of permeability as a result of vehicle
domination – no tactile paving is provided and there are maintenance, litter, debris, surface
quality issues in evidence;

and, in respect of cycling provision, it states in paragraph 4.4.7 that
·

the current cycling facilities are of a particularly poor standard (cluttered, frequently
interrupted, incorrectly signed);

but these problems are not addressed in the draft scheme currently subject to consultation.
New overbridge
The necessary provision of a lengthened overbridge across the main A102 is welcomed as a
means of offering improved interconnection east and west of the Approach Road for pedestrians
and cyclists, thereby improving access to North Greenwich underground station.
We fully support the aspirations set out in the Design and Access Statement for a new ‘gateway’
bridge. However, concerns remain over certainty of delivery of a high quality design consistent
with the wider area’s regeneration. Good quality and safe connections are necessary at both
ends.
Planning commitment context
Overall, it appears that satisfactory accommodation works are proposed to the east of the A102
but remain sadly lacking to the west. This is not acceptable in the context of:
·
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Mainly residential planning permissions being implemented at Lovells Wharf, Enderby
Wharf, the Telegraph Works and (to the north) by Knight Dragon
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·

The new cruise liner terminal, which will bring thousands of tourists each year to the
Peninsula

·

Major existing business premises and two safeguarded wharves

·

The option for further employment provision arising from the Strategic Industrial Land
designation through the GLA London Plan and RBG Core Strategy

·

The option for additional major development arising from the Strategic Development
Area designation through the GLA London Plan and RBG Core Strategy

all of which are clear planning commitments needing to be taken into account in the formal
environmental assessment within the DCO application. A plan showing the location of these
commitments is attached.
It is noted that para. 5.1.39 of the PEIR indicates inter alia that
a

‘projects identified in the relevant development plan, recognising that much information on
any relevant proposals will be limited, and

b

projects identified in other plans and programmes which set the framework for future
development consents/approvals where such development is reasonably likely to come
forward

were identified by PINS as requiring inclusion through the scoping process. However, Drawings
17.1 and 17.2 show the substantial absence of such projects in practice being included in the
cumulative assessment, including those on the drawing attached to this letter.
With
·

the adopted London Plan and the adopted RBG Core Strategy both identifying a Strategic
Development Location on land around Tunnel Avenue (together with Strategic Industrial
Land and two Safeguarded Wharves) and

·

the adopted Greenwich Peninsula West Masterplan SPD identifying substantial further
residential development in that Strategic Development Location,

the importance of including these in the Environmental Assessment is absolutely clear and
necessary.
The cumulative assessment approach is therefore currently unsound.
The ongoing concerns
Whilst the new overbridge offers a good connection with improved ramps to support pedestrian
and cycle connections and whilst its eastern end connects well with improved connections along
Boord Street into the eastern Peninsula, the western end disgorges only onto a narrow pavement
running both south and north. It is clear from recent conversations with TfL that the design of the
ramps still remains uncertain.
Appraisal of the consequences is made more difficult with the continuing absence of published
data on traffic flows on Tunnel Avenue.
The attached report prepared jointly with Ramboll shows the nature of the likely unfortunate
consequences for pedestrian and cycle safety and for bus planning and facilities.
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Traffic flows
Whilst the October 2014 consultation indicated that
‘Local traffic models which will provide a more detailed representation of traffic flows at
individual junctions closer to the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels are currently being
developed by TfL.’
there is still no indication of likely changes to traffic flows or to the HGV component(s) on Tunnel
Avenue as a result of the overall scheme, which includes the re-opening of the full length of Tunnel
Avenue.
·

Such an obvious area of data and analysis would be an essential part of any submission of a
proposal requiring TfL assessment. This data and analysis should by now be available in the
public domain for appraisal by affected persons. It should be carried out on a proper cumulative
basis within the Environmental Assessment.
Pedestrian/cycle safety
With the increasing vehicular, pedestrian and cycle movements in the locality arising from
schemes which should properly be included in the Environmental Assessment, pedestrian and
cycle safety concerns themselves increase.
In summary in respect of the pedestrian/cycle interface with moving vehicles and with no purposebuilt cycle facilities on Tunnel Avenue, cyclists using the bridge and then travelling southbound on
Tunnel Avenue would arrive from the shared use overbridge ramp onto a footway, then need to
cross northbound traffic and to enter flowing southbound traffic. A similar problem arises for
cyclists from the north wishing to use the overbridge.
The temptation will therefore be for cyclists to use, in the long term, the narrow western (and only)
footway on Tunnel Avenue as an unsuitably-narrow shared surface to access the numerous
businesses and up to 4,000 homes in this part of the Peninsula. This would create a clear safety
concern and fall well short of required TfL design standards. In some places, this width reduces to
around only 1.8m.
Bus usage
Whilst the detailed route planning for buses is apparently some way in the future, there should be
the easy prospect of providing for a spread of north-south services along the Peninsula as a
consequence of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme, rather than reinforcing the divide and creating a
concentration of services on Millennium Way to the east of the A102.
With substantial new housing and employment locations committed along the full length of the
western side of the Peninsula, TfL should be seeking to encourage public transport usage by
offering good public transport spread including frequent and convenient services along Tunnel
Avenue – with the option of two service routes there (and leaving five to the east of the A102).
It is important that this preferred public transport option is not ‘planned out’ through inadequate
accommodation works on Tunnel Avenue.
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Bus passenger safety
In summary in respect of bus provision and in the light of the wider objective to encourage public
transport usage, there should be provided sufficient and adequate bus stop facilities on Tunnel
Avenue (for both southbound and northbound journeys) to serve those businesses and homes,
without impinging on pedestrian and cycle routes.
The Ramboll report therefore recommends providing appropriate means of allowing for the
stopping of buses on Tunnel Avenue whilst maintaining cycle and pedestrian safety. Whilst this is
important for northbound movements, for which the existing footway is too narrow, it is even more
important for southbound movements for which there is no footway at all.
Occasional unavailability of the overbridge
There is also concern that the footway running northwards from the overbridge is far too narrow to
carry pedestrian and cycle movements for any periods when the overbridge is necessarily closed –
either for maintenance or for major repair/replacement. In such circumstances, the footway on
Tunnel Avenue needs to be able to cope with the real world demands from such inevitable periods
over the coming decades.
Design quality of overbridge
Whilst the detailed drawings show a ‘lowest common denominator’ overbridge meeting minimum
standards, the draft Design and Access Statement suggests a design objective of far higher quality
‘designed as a gateway structure due to its strategic location’ and that it ‘in time could become an
established landmark’.. It is therefore important that the subsequent construction contract includes
sufficient design requirements such that a bridge of high architectural merit will be delivered as a
gateway structure due to its strategic location in one of London’s key growth areas.
The objection
U+I therefore objects to the unsatisfactory nature of the accommodation works to Tunnel Avenue:
2

There is no published traffic flow data to allow a review of the extent of additional traffic on
Tunnel Avenue as a consequence of its re-opening for its full length as a two-way
carriageway (normally a basic TfL requirement for scrutiny of any major scheme); such data
should take proper account of the locally-increasing flows in the future base situation arising
from committed plans, programmes and developments

3

There is additionally no information about the increase in the HGV traffic component along
Tunnel Avenue arising from the re-opening of its carriageway and the access to two GLAsafeguarded wharves and to other major businesses therefrom

4

The transfer of cyclists from a shared surface on the overbridge and its ramps onto only a
narrow pedestrian only footway falls short of standard TfL design requirements

5

The width of the footway in any event falls short of TfL standards for the committed usage
type for the footway

6

There is neither cycleway nor bus stop provision proposed for Tunnel Avenue, contrary to
adopted London Plan policy for encouraging non-car modes of travel, resulting in a
disincentive for
a) safe cycle usage and
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b) safe bus stopping opportunities and
c) route planning for buses to serve the western part of the peninsula
7

As a result, the land take as currently suggested is insufficient to provide satisfactory and
safe provision for non-car users of Tunnel Avenue as amended by the scheme.

8

In addition, there is inadequate published information on consequent noise or air quality
effects arising from increasing traffic in the area, sufficient to appraise the effects on U+I
interests

9

There is also no clarification of certainty for high design quality for the proposed replacement
overbridge.

The requests
U+I requests that TfL continues to develop its detailed designs in a way which offers genuine
safety for pedestrians and cyclists on Tunnel Avenue in the same way as it has to the east of the
overbridge. This concern is heightened by the absence of any inclusion of increasing traffic flows
in terms of cumulative impact.
It appears that the outcome requirement will necessarily include a slightly more extensive land take
to the west of Tunnel Avenue, including the prospect of a wider area for Compulsory Purchase
within the DCO application.
Such additional land is essential to properly ensure safety for pedestrians, cyclists and bus
passengers in the face of the increased general and heavy goods through traffic on Tunnel Avenue
arising directly from the re-arrangement of movements within the wider Silvertown Tunnel scheme.
The attached brief report by Ramboll indicates potential ways of addressing these serious
concerns and we request that these options are now fully assessed by TfL before the DCO
application is submitted. Without appropriate changes, there would remain a substantial public
safety objection to the overall proposal. It would be far better to deal with this now, whilst it is
capable of resolution and of meeting accepted highways design standards, rather than
a

to create a new cycle safety problem and then have to retro-fit compromised partial solutions
at a later date and

b

to provide inadequate bus stop facilities, such that later proper planning of public transport
provision is effectively prohibited.

We will be pleased to discuss this further prior to the submission of the formal DCO proposal in
order that the scheme can be improved and the objections hopefully rendered unnecessary.
Yours faithfully,

Dr Malcolm Hockaday
Senior Director
Copy: Jamie Forrester, TfL, 55 Broadway
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1.

Introduction
In the vicinity of the proposed Silvertown Tunnel, U+I Group plc (U+I) has secured planning
permission for around 272 new homes on part of the former Alcatel-Lucent complex on
Blackwall Lane. U+I is also proposing to develop 1500-2000 new homes plus business and
leisure accommodation on Morden Wharf, which will be accessed off Tunnel Avenue.
Access to Tunnel Avenue is also required by the Brenntag depot, Enderby Wharf and its
imminent cruise liner terminal, two safeguarded wharves and southern parts of the
consented Millennium Quay high density housing area (part of the Knight Dragon scheme).
This report contains a review of the Silvertown Tunnel consultation materials, with regard to
high level transport and access requirements of the developments listed above, and
consideration of access options for the Morden Wharf site, in response to the Silvertown
Tunnel.

2.

Existing Access Conditions and Wider Proposals

2.1

Pedestrian / cycle facilities
Non-motorised (walking/cycling) accessibility around the Greenwich Peninsula is shown in
Appendix A. It is possible to walk or cycle to most locations in the area, although the density
of thoroughfares is generally less than in the surrounding areas of London.
Connectivity between the peninsula and wider area is limited by the River Thames. To the
north, the Emirates Air Line provides a river crossing which is accessible to both pedestrians
and cyclists. The proposed Waterloo to Greenwich Quietway is planned to connect to the
south-west of the peninsula.
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2.2

Bus facilities

Tunnel Avenue is served by route 108, a 24‐hour service scheduled to operate around every
10 minutes during the day which connects Lewisham to Stratford via the Greenwich Peninsula
and Blackwall Tunnel. The route can be subject to disruption when the tunnel is closed.
Other services are accessible nearby which connect Thamesmead, Plumstead, Eltham and
Blackheath with Central London, via Greenwich, including route 129 which runs from
Greenwich town centre to North Greenwich via West Parkside/Millennium Busway. Cross‐
river connectivity is, however, limited by the relative lack of highway crossing provision to the
east of Tower Bridge. A diagram of local bus services is shown in Appendix B.
The river can also be crossed via the Woolwich Ferry, to the east, or by scheduled passenger
river bus services operating between North Greenwich pier and central London.
2.3

Highway configuration
Tunnel Avenue is split into two sections which are not currently joined up. The south section
is generally a 6m wide carriageway providing site access only and is configured as a deadend except for buses. North of the existing Tunnel Avenue overbridge, buses only are
allowed access to the A102 Blackwall Tunnel approach.
Traffic already on the A102 Blackwall Tunnel approach can exit to Tunnel Avenue (north
section). At this point, traffic southbound on Tunnel Avenue can join the A102 Blackwall
Tunnel Approach northbound. This arrangement is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1 – Break in Tunnel Avenue

Source: Google Maps

3.

The Proposed Road Scheme
This section outlines the infrastructure improvements proposed as part of the new tunnel
development and which impact on the proposed DevSecs developments. The tunnel
proposals refer to those shown in the scheme Preliminary Maps, Plans and Drawings –
October 2015. A copy of the relevant drawing is shown in Appendix C.

3.1

Pedestrian / cycle facilities
The proposed pedestrian and cycle infrastructure associated with the new tunnel is given in
the Design and Access Statement, two figures from which have been reproduced below.
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Figure 3.1 – Proposed pedestrian network at the Greenwich tunnel portal

Source: Silvertown Tunnel - Preliminary Design and Access
Statement, October 2015
Figure 3.2 – Proposed cycle network at the Greenwich tunnel portal

Source: Silvertown Tunnel - Preliminary Design and Access
Statement, October 2015
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The scheme Design and Access Statement describes “improvements to the Boord Street
route, with improved footways and a dedicated cycle infrastructure to support the link
between the bridge and the wider Peninsula. This dedicated infrastructure could be a cycle
lane at a higher level to the road, and lower than the footways. This would make the route
even more attractive than the current arrangement of an advisory on-road cycle lane with
only cycle logos on the street.”
3.2

Bus facilities

It is understood that the precise nature of future changes to bus services (including routes and
bus stop locations) are yet to be developed but that indicative proposals include:

3.3



The existing route 108 and proposed new routes, from Grove Park to Canary Wharf and
from Eltham to Beckton, potentially running along Millennium Way and not Tunnel
Avenue.



Route 129 from Greenwich town centre to North Greenwich and which may be extended
through the Tunnel to Beckton, with a doubling of frequency to 10 buses per hour to
accommodate a four-fold increase in passengers.

Highway configuration
The tunnel proposal (see Appendix C) includes removal of direct access from Tunnel Avenue
to the Blackwall Tunnel Approach, but with the re-instatement of Tunnel Avenue where
there is currently a break. This will allow vehicles travelling between Tunnel Avenue and the
Blackwall Tunnel to travel further south on Tunnel Avenue and enter the Blackwall Tunnel
Approach via Blackwall Lane.
This will likely represent an increase in traffic on Tunnel Avenue compared to the baseline
conditions and an increase in both HGV and bus movements. Local traffic modelling is
understood to be currently in progress by TfL and should provide an indication of scale of
change in traffic flows on the local network with the Silvertown Tunnel in place.
The Silvertown Tunnel will accommodate vehicles over 4 m in height, which the Blackwall
Tunnel currently does not. This will, therefore, provide a river crossing for HGV traffic.
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4.

Highway and Transportation Standards
Design guidance applicable to pedestrian, cycle and bus provision has been reviewed with
regard to the Silvertown Tunnel proposals.

4.1

Footway requirements
Manual for Streets (2007) states that footway and street design should aim to provide:




Routes forming a coherent network between origins and destinations, at a scale
appropriate to the users.
Networks should allow people to go where they want, unimpeded by street furniture,
footway parking and other obstructions or barriers.
Infrastructure must be safe but also perceived to be safe.

Footway design should also consider disabled people and people with cognitive or sensory
impairment, e.g. tactile paving and dropped kerbs should be included in the pavement
design. Obstructions on the footway should be minimised to eliminate hazards for blind or
partially-impaired people.
Pedestrian congestion should be avoided, so footway design should properly account for
whether individuals or groups are likely to use the footway. Manual for Streets (2007)
pavement width requirements are shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Typical pavement design requirements (for lightly used streets)

Pavement functions
Footway
Stay/Chat
Children’s Play

Width requirements (m)
≥2m
≥2.5m
≥4m

A 2 m wide footway represents an absolute minimum and should only be used where
pedestrians are not expected to congregate and/or where space/design constraints dictate.
4.2

Cycle requirements
According to Manual for Streets (2007), cycle tracks should be physically segregated from
footways if sufficient width is available.
The Mayor’s Vision for Cycling (2013) includes a “network of direct, high capacity, joined-up
cycle tracks. Many will run in parallel with key Underground, rail and bus routes. There will
be more Dutch-style fully segregated lanes and junctions; more mandatory cycle lanes,
semi-segregated from traffic; and a network of direct back street Quietway routes”.
The Vision also includes “Safer streets for the bike. London's streets and spaces will become
places where cyclists feel they belong and are safe. Spending will be targeted to deliver
substantial improvements to the worst junctions and a range of radical measures will
improve the safety of cyclists around large vehicles”.
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The London Cycling Design Standards (2014) specify the minimum requirement for a cycle
lane width is 1.5 m each way. The Standards are driven by the overarching “design
outcomes” of safety, directness, comfort, coherence, attractiveness and adaptability.
4.3

Bus requirements
Buses vary in length and height but in general are characterised by a common width of
2.5 m (3.0 m including mirrors). Manual for Streets (2007) accordingly recommends the
streets used as bus routes should not be less than 6.0 m wide.
TfL Accessible Bus Stop Design Guidance (2006) gives the key considerations on bus stop
location as:









Driver and passengers clearly visible to each other
Adequate footway width
Away from sites likely to be obstructed
Close to pedestrian crossings
Close to main junctions without affecting road safety or junction operation
Sited to minimise walking distance between interchange stops
Where there is space for a bus shelter
'Tail to tail' on opposite sides of the road
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5.

Concerns
Having considered the proposed new tunnel and associated infrastructure in the context of
the existing conditions in the vicinity and required standards, the current scheme for
consultation the following safety and amenity concerns have been identified.

5.1

Pedestrian facilities
The scheme Design and Access Statement describes that “…the illustrative scheme for the
Greenwich portal vicinity is designed to optimise function and place making for vehicle
drivers because it is not a pedestrian space”. This is incompatible with the scale of the
allocated and proposed developments in the area, which are likely to lead to a substantial
increase in pedestrian and cycle activity on street.

5.1.1

Tunnel Avenue footway
The proposed reconfiguration of Tunnel Avenue (see Appendix C) has footway only on the
west side. Whilst the footway width satisfies the absolute minimum requirement given in
Manual for Streets, 2 m is inadequate footway provision at this location for the following
reasons:


This footway will serve future proposed development, potentially comprising over 3,000
new homes and multiple businesses. According to the recent Silvertown Tunnel plans,
parts of this footway will be at 2m width – which is considered inappropriate for the mix
of pedestrians expected: including commuters, parents pushing prams, children with
scooters, wheelchair users, etc.



An increase in overall traffic on Tunnel Avenue is anticipated due both to proposed
development generating new trips and the rerouting of existing trips in response to the
new network of Silvertown Tunnel connections.



It is understood that local traffic modelling is to be progressed by TfL, which will inform
the understanding of the potential future context. The ‘reconnection’ of Tunnel Avenue
means it will likely carry increased levels of traffic including HGVs from the safeguarded
wharfs. The availability of Silvertown Tunnel to tall vehicles will mean an increase in
HGVs in the general area. The proposed Tunnel Avenue appears to be the same width as
current; 6 m, meaning this increase in vehicular traffic will pass in close proximity to the
large volumes of pedestrian traffic already channelled along a very narrow footway, as
described above.



Owing to the style of proposed nearby developments (including leisure, recreation, retail
and residential accommodation), it is likely that peak traffic and pedestrian flows will
conflict on Tunnel Avenue. This will result in greater pressure on the footways, cycle
paths and bus stops at peak times.



According to the TfL Silvertown Tunnel plans, the proposed Boord Street overbridge
(illustrated in figure 5.1) has 4 m wide shared surface both within the bridge span and
on the shared use ramps at each end, which will connect directly to the proposed Tunnel
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Avenue footway, which is only 2 m wide at its narrowest point. This change in provision
could result in crowding and congestion, given the high pedestrian flows anticipated, and
confusion for cyclists arriving at the foot of the ramp from the overbridge.
Figure 5.1 – Illustrative design for Boord Street Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge

Source: Silvertown Tunnel - Preliminary Design and Access
Statement, October 2015

Further to it is understood through consultation with TfL, that there is a differential between
the scheme design drawings and the Design & Access Statement aspirations, with a “dominimum” overbridge (as per the scheme design drawings) being taken forward for
costing/design purposes, with no commitment to the Design & Access Statement.
5.1.2

Lack of contingency route
In the event of the Boord Street overbridge being closed, e.g. for occasional maintenance or
repair, there will be no suitable alternative. It would not be possible for pedestrians to cross
the A102 without making a significant detour.

5.1.3

Policy non-compliance
The 2 m minimum width of the existing/proposed Tunnel Avenue footway is viewed as being
unsafe in view of the immediate proximity of increasing volumes of mixed heavy traffic, high
peak pedestrian flows and the potential bottleneck effect at the western end of the proposed
Boord Street overbridge. The design fails to meet the Manual for Streets (2007)
requirements for pedestrian safety and congestion avoidance.
There is a clear and important need for alternative pedestrian (and cycle) provision along
Tunnel Avenue to reflect consistency of provision for the potential new developments west
of the A102.
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5.2

Cycle facilities

5.2.1

Boord Street overbridge bottleneck
The proposed Boord Street overbridge (see Appendix C) has 4 m wide shared surface both
within the bridge span and on the shared use ramps at each end. The ramp lands on the
Tunnel Avenue pedestrian-only footway, meaning cyclists will need to exercise extreme
caution and speed control on descent to avoid conflict with pedestrians on the bridge, ramps
and at the base of the ramp. This will require careful design to slow cyclists down and avoid
a potential safety issue.
Again, the above noted differential between the scheme design drawings and the Design &
Access Statement aspirations, with a “do-minimum” overbridge (as per the scheme design
drawings) being taken forward for costing/design purposes, with no commitment to the
Design & Access Statement, needs to be urgently addressed.

5.2.2

Tunnel Avenue safety
Cyclists seeking to access future premises served from Tunnel Avenue and who are using
the proposed Boord Street overbridge (see Figure 5.1), will have the clear benefit of use of
segregated cycle lane facilities between the bridge and North Greenwich. However, on the
west side of the bridge, they will have to use the main vehicular carriageway of Tunnel
Avenue for onward journeys.
According to current TfL Silvertown Tunnel plans, for cyclists then travelling northbound,
this would mean joining northbound traffic on the nearest side of the carriageway, which will
require drop kerb and signage. This movement is shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2 – Cycle movement northbound on Tunnel Avenue from Boord Street Bridge

Cycle
movement

Source: Silvertown Tunnel Preliminary Maps, Plans and Drawings – October 2015

However, cyclists travelling southbound would need to make an uncontrolled crossing of the
northbound traffic stream to reach the further side of the carriageway to join southbound
traffic. With no exits to the left when travelling southbound, and with most destinations to
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the right, a further uncontrolled cross-carriageway turning manoeuvre will be required to
exit Tunnel Avenue. This necessary crossing manoeuvre is shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3 – Cycle movement southbound on Tunnel Avenue from Boord Street Bridge

Cycle
movement

Traffic
flow
Source: Silvertown Tunnel Preliminary Maps, Plans and Drawings – October 2015

5.2.3

Policy non-compliance
The proposed cycle facilities are therefore incompatible with TfL’s own London Cycle Design
Guidelines (2014) design outcomes for safety and comfort. They are not in-keeping with the
Mayor’s Vision for Cycling (2013) as this sets a priority for a cycle network and safer streets
for bikes.

5.3

Bus facilities

5.3.1

Bus routes
It is acknowledged in the consultation materials that further work remains necessary on the
implications for public transport provision.
The Transport Assessment notes that there will be welcome increased frequency and usage
– from the documents, up to a 400% load increase on some routes.
With the increased populations and business spaces on both the east and the west of the
Peninsula, there will be an increased need for a proper and efficient distribution of bus
routes to offer good load spread and passenger convenience through easy and close
pedestrian access to those routes.
Accordingly, user spread would be best achieved by the existing route 108 remaining on
Tunnel Avenue and thereby conveniently serving all of the existing and new developments in
Greenwich Peninsula West. This would assist load factors for the service and encourage
public transport usage for residents and workers on the peninsula.
There would also be a benefit in routing the extended 129 service along Tunnel Avenue to
offer more balanced delivery of public transport within the Peninsula.
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5.3.2

Bus stop provision
Such services would need convenient and safe bus stops to serve that area – both for
southbound and northbound journeys.
To ensure good public transport usage levels in accordance with London Plan policy, there
will be a need for suitable bus stop provision on Tunnel Avenue, either in the immediate
future or in the foreseeable medium term.
The style of bus stop (lay-by vs. kerb side) is to be determined and will need to balance
land-take, congestion, speed reduction and safety. On footway bus stops (and any shelters)
would also effectively reduce the circulation width on the footway.
There would also be a need to determine the two-way routing of buses. For example, if it
was agreed that route 108 should be retained on Tunnel Avenue, consideration would need
to be given to southbound movements either being on Blackwall Tunnel Approach or on
Tunnel Avenue. If on Tunnel Avenue, any bus stops would be on the eastern side of the
carriageway and, where there is no footway and only a narrow solid reserve with barrier
from the busy main A102 carriageway. Such provision therefore needs to include a section
of footway to accommodate a bus stop and waiting space, together with a pedestrian
crossing of Tunnel Avenue.
To avoid conflict with cycle routes, a possible solution would be a ‘floating’ bus stop, an
example of which is shown in Figure 5.4. The routing of cycle lanes between the bus stop
and the main part of the footpath makes it possible for buses to reach the bus stop without
crossing the cycle lane.
This example serves to demonstrate the uplift in thinking that is required by the TfL
Silvertown Tunnel proposals to properly address the requirements for high quality walk,
cycle and bus access to/from/around Greenwich Peninsula and the future west Greenwich
Peninsula development area focussed on Tunnel Avenue – which is not reflected in the
current TfL proposals.
Figure 5.4 – ‘Island’ bus stop example

Source: www.citytransport.info
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6.

Potential Options
In response to the above concerns, the following potential options are presented for high
level consideration working towards a better outcome for pedestrians, cyclists and bus
passengers on Tunnel Avenue with the Silvertown Tunnel.

6.1

Carriageway Width
In recognition of the fact that cyclists, buses, pedestrians and general traffic vehicles will all
need to interact with the carriageway, a starting point is to determine the appropriate
carriageway width for Tunnel Avenue. The carriageway width should be appropriate for the
particular context and uses of the street. Key factors to take into account include:








the volume of vehicular traffic and pedestrian activity;
the traffic composition;
the demarcation, if any, between carriageway and footway (e.g. kerb, street
furniture or trees and planting);
whether parking is to take place in the carriageway and, if so, its distribution,
arrangement, the frequency of occupation, and the likely level of parking
enforcement
the design speed
the curvature of the street (bends require greater width to accommodate the swept
path of larger vehicles);

Further to guidance in Manual for Streets and DMRB Chapter 4 TD27/05, a road width of
min 4.8m and max 7.3m should be considered dependant on the factors outlined above. The
width currently is estimated as 6.2m and is this width is taken forward and assumed to be
fit for the proposed purpose. This can be reviewed as the design progresses.
6.2

Pedestrian Facilities
In basic terms the footpath provision must be improved and enhanced above current
arrangements and those presented by the Silvertown Tunnel proposals. The footpath width
must be fit for purpose in response to various requirements such as:






Changes to land-use and resultant new travel demands
New and improved bus stops
Shared surfaces with bikes and people sharing the footway in places
New crossing points and the overbridge ramp landings
To provide choice and convenient local community connections

The footpaths must meet minimum standards of width and quality at all times and will often
be required to substantially exceed minimum standards in response to the above
requirements.
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6.3

Cycle Facilities
There is a requirement for the provision of cycle lanes on Tunnel Avenue as part of the
Silvertown Tunnel proposals, to deliver a balanced and sustainable transport solution.
Whether cyclists should mix with general traffic, have their own dedicated space oncarriageway or be taken off carriageway depends primarily on the functional and aesthetic
characteristics of streets as places, on what activities might take place on the street, on the
movements of other modes of traffic and on the role of a given street or route within the
network. Table 6.1 seeks to present this relationship.

Table 6.1: Recommended on-carriageway facility provision by street type
(tfL London Cycling Design Standards)
It is considered that Tunnel Avenue would fall within the Low/Medium Place Function
category as a Connector/High Road level road type, meaning a mixture of type B degree of
separation; light separated would generally be most appropriate here.
It is noted that TfL guidance outlines that there can be good, site-specific reasons for using
shared lanes, but new cycle lanes should generally be dedicated mandatory lanes, properly
enforced and well maintained in order to provide a high level of service for cyclists.
Mandatory cycle lanes, with a solid lane marking, are spaces on carriageway dedicated to
cyclists. Recommended with is 2m, which may be reduced down to 1.5m depending on road
traffic speeds and types.
6.4

Bus Facilities
It is considered absolutely critical that bus services are maintained on Tunnel Avenue, as
part of a wider access strategy for the Greenwich Peninsular. It is considered good practice
to have a mixture of high frequency corridor and local routes on West Parkside, Millennium
Way and Tunnel Avenue. On the basis of bus routes being retained on Tunnel Avenue this
route will need to be two-way in the future, with the Silvertown Tunnel.
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6.4.1

On-Road or Lay-By Bus Stops?
In response bus stops will need to be proposed on both sides of Tunnel Avenue. Bus stops
can be provided on the carriageway or in lay-bys. Bus lay-bys can present inbuilt problems
for buses in that:

Lay-by design may not accommodate future alterations to bus types

Bus drivers experience delays re-joining the traffic stream from the lay-by and can
be reluctant to make proper use of them; and,

They are often used by motorists seeking a parking space, thereby frustrating
proper use by buses.
For these reasons bus lay-bys are generally not recommended for typical urban streets with
a 30mph (or less) speed limit. On carriageway bus stops are therefore recommended in this
instance.
If bus routes are to be provided on Tunnel Avenue then a north and southbound on-road
bus stop is recommended. Bus stop design guidance, taking into account safety and
sightline considerations, suggest a minimum separation of three bus lengths (36m) with the
stops positioned in a way such that the buses stop ‘tail to tail’ and move off away from each
other. This is outlined in Figure 6.1 below.

Figure 6.1: Bus stops o opposite sides of a two-lane carriageway
(Bus Stop Design Guide)
Clearly, if a southbound on-road bus stop is to be created, then safe crossing for pedestrians
should be provided. This is discussed in more detail below (see Overbridge Landing Area).
Further to, with the addition of a south bound bus stop, the alignment of Tunnel Avenue
would need to be flexed to enable enough width for the required island on which to locate
the bus stop. This would provide additional benefits in terms of traffic calming and speed
reduction.
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6.4.2

Integration of On-Road Bus Stops with On-Road Cycle Lanes
On the basis that Tunnel Avenue is proposed to include on-road mandatory cycle lanes and
on-road bus stop bays, consideration has been given to options to safely and legibly
integrate these facilities in the street.
Options for cycle infrastructure at bus stops depend on the nature of the general provision
for cycling on the corridor, and on bus infrastructure and operation. Factors to be taken into
account include:









Cycle flows, and flow variation
Degree of separation of cyclists
General motorised traffic volumes
Volume and frequency of buses stopping
Access for wheelchair users
The number of bus passengers using the stop at different times
The pedestrian routes to and from the bus stop
Pedestrian comfort in using the adjacent footway

In addition TfL Accessible Bus Stop Design Guidance (2015) should be consulted for further
guidance. The options considered for Tunnel Avenue include:



A Bus Stop Bypass (Floating Stop)
Cycle Lane Through Bus Stop

Bus Stop Bypass (Floating Stop)
This concept is relatively new in the UK and is based on successful examples of similar
infrastructure in Europe. It is being increasingly used throughout London (see Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2: Bus Stop Bypass
In a bus stop bypass, a segregated cycle lane or track continues through the bus stop area
behind the shelter, thereby creating an island for passengers boarding the bus and alighting
to the stop.
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Its advantages are that it provides a high level of service for cyclists, reducing conflict points
with buses crossing cycle lanes to get in and out of the bus stop, and removing the need to
overtake a stationary bus waiting in a cycle lane.
The disadvantages are that it creates a potential conflict point with pedestrians and cyclists
as they must cross the cycle path to get to and from the bus stop. It is also a relatively new
layout, so users may not be familiar with its use.
The suitability of such stops is dependent on factors including accessibility, passenger and
cyclist numbers.
Cycle Lane through Bus Stop
This is a more commonly used alterative to the bus stop bypass. Where cyclists are being
provided for in lanes or mixed traffic on-carriageway, they are kept on carriageway through
the bus stop area and enabled to overtake stationary buses with safe clearance. A cycle lane
will generally need to terminate before a bus stop cage and recommence after it. The
continuity of cycling provision can be maintained by marking cycle symbols around the bus
stop cage (see Figure 6.3) to raise the awareness of other road users to the likelihood of
cyclists moving out to overtake a stationary bus.

Figure 6.3: Indicative layout of mandatory lanes at a bus stop
(TfL London Cycling Design Standards)
Of the two options, it is considered that the cycle lane through the bus stop should be the
default option, with the floating stop introduced where possible/desirable.
6.5

Boord Street Overbridge Landing Area
Focussing on the Boord Street overbridge, there are two major inter-related issues; the
specification of the new overbridge and the key space where the overbridge ramp lands on
Tunnel Avenue.
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With respect to the overbridge specification, accepting it must meet all engineering and
design standards with respect to geometry, surfaces, gradients, lighting, security etc, the
following points need to be reflected in the quality of the overbridge, to be costed and
designed (to be reflected by the scheme design drawings):






The overbridge is critical to overcoming severance created by the Tunnel South
Approach. Therefore the overbridge must be inviting, easy to use, and safe & secure.
Currently the overbridge design has a Tunnel Avenue ramp landing facing north. The
overbridge Tunnel Avenue ramp must point south as a minimum. Ideally the overbridge
will have ramps facing both north and south which land close to the stairs, enabling full
access from Tunnel Avenue, regardless of direction, or if a pedestrian or cyclist.
The overbridge must offer sufficient weather proofing, lighting and noise reduction to
make as pleasant a space as possible.
The overbridge must be a high quality/iconic structure; a land-mark for everyday use.

In response to the concerns raised about how the shared surface ramp should transfer to
footway and on-road cycle lane, the following components are suggested.
Considering that the ramp is a shared surface this shared surface format should be
continued within the landing area, with clear definition as to where the shared space finishes
and legibility aids to guide cyclists to the on-road cycle lanes on Tunnel Avenue or onto a
shared path into the adjoining Morden Wharf development.
To enable the transition of cyclists between the on-road cycle lane to the shared surface and
onto the overbridge it is suggested that a Toucan crossing be provided so that cyclists can
enter the roadway safely and with priority to enter/exit the north bound or south bound onroad cycle lanes (using the toucan crossing).
The toucan crossing will also enable access to a south bound bus stop located to the south
of the toucan crossing. The southbound bus stop is located here, as safety considerations
favour the placing of a bus stop on the leaving (downstream) side of the crossing. This also
has the benefit of keeping the approach to the bus stop clear of parked vehicles, and
therefore allows the bus to pull safely into the kerb. This also ensures that the bus does not
block others drivers’ view of pedestrians on or waiting at the crossing.
6.6

Morden Wharf Site Access
Details of the entrance to the site are to be confirmed, but appropriate provision should be
made for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists. An indicative layout is example is given in Figure
6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Indicative layout for cycle lane at junction
(TfL London Cycling Design Standards)
It should be noted, however, that in addition to this highway based access, a separate
shared cycle/pedestrian route is proposed to link the adjoining Morden Wharf development
directly to the new Tunnel Avenue bus stops and the Boord Street Overbridge.
6.7

Summary of High Level Proposals for Tunnel Avenue
The attached sketch (Appendix D) seeks to present a high-level concept of how the following
components could come together, with the aim of delivering a better outcome for
pedestrians, cyclists and bus passengers on Tunnel Avenue with the Silvertown Tunnel.







A roadway width of 6.2m (retained)
2.0m wide on-road mandatory cycle lanes in both directions
Two-way on-road bus stops
A toucan crossing
Boord Street Overbridge landing shared space area
A shared cycle/pedestrian route linking to the adjoining Morden Wharf site

Taking these components, the following key consequences are noted:






The carriageway would need to be widened to include the 2.0m wide on-road mandatory
cycle lanes.
Tunnel Avenue would need to be slightly realigned to accommodate the south bound bus
stop.
The redline boundary needs to be adjusted to allow for the above carriageway.
The new Boord Street overbridge design will need to respond to the adjusted
carriageway, and commit to a high quality overbridge scheme for costing/design
Additional works on the bus stops and toucan crossing on Tunnel Avenue should be
noted

These components are presented for high level consideration and are made subject to
scheme assessment, civil design, services, drainage, safety audit and topo data etc.
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7.

Executive Summary
DevSecs welcomes the overall highway scheme, including the improved Boord Street
Overbridge (for which it would wish to continue discussion on options for improvements
such as further weather-proofing).
However, it is very concerned at the proposed reductions in safety, as follows:
a) for pedestrians on the remaining narrow footway on Tunnel Avenue – arising partly
from the close and immediate proximity of increased HGV and bus and general
traffic on Tunnel Avenue itself and partly from the risk of cyclists continuing to use
the footway in the absence of safe alternatives
b) for southbound cyclists from the need to cross uncontrolled the heavy traffic on
Tunnel Avenue to reach many active destinations and for all cyclists mixed on
Tunnel Avenue with increased traffic with extra HGV and bus movements and
c)

for bus users generated by the existing and new developments planned in West
Greenwich Peninsula which will be inadequately serviced by the current Silver town
Tunnel proposals to concentrate bus routes along Millennium Avenue rather than
properly spread bus routes to include Tunnel Avenue.

With the Mayor’s evident concern to secure expensive and disruptive retro-fitting for cycle
safety throughout London, this Silvertown Tunnel design should seek to lock-in cycle access
and safety improvements now rather than itself create new safety concerns for the future.
The absence of provision for bus stops on Tunnel Avenue will act as a serious disincentive
for public transport usage for the numerous residents and workers within Greenwich
Peninsula West, contrary to London Plan objectives and policy. In so doing, it would lead to
increased car usage and reduced pedestrian and cycle safety.
Accordingly:
a) there is an obvious need for greater width of land take to provide a cycle lane or
wider shared surface space on the western side of Tunnel Avenue and connecting to
the new overbridge (matching provision east of the A102) and
b) there is a need to include safe bus stop provision for both northbound and
southbound movements on Tunnel Avenue.
In response, a set of options to address these concerns have been presented for high level
consideration as part of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme. These options are defined with the
aim of delivering a better outcome for pedestrians, cyclists and bus passengers on Tunnel
Avenue with the Silvertown Tunnel.
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Appendix A
Pedestrian and Cycle Routes

Source: Silvertown Tunnel Preliminary Environmental Information Report
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Ramboll UK Limited
Reg.no. 03659970

Source: Silvertown Tunnel Preliminary Environmental Information Report
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Appendix B
Local Bus Services
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Appendix C
TfL Silvertown Tunnel Preliminary Maps, Plans and Drawings –
October 2015
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Appendix D
High-level concept sketch of Tunnel Avenue
(Alternative layout based on TfL Silvertown Tunnel Preliminary
Plans, October 2015)
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